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Why talk about batteries? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why talk about batteries?Media coverage – Recent system from Kerang, on the border of VIC and NSW. SA system from Tesla a year ago. Lots of media coverage (nationally and internationally). This will only grow as grids around the world respond to the rise in electric vehicles and this is especially relevant on the east coast due to the relative weakness of the grid in metro and regional areas. Then there’s the vast amount of advertising for solar and batteries all over the place. This is particularly prevalent in SA due to their generous state government subsidies but a lot of mass marketing on great deals, Tier 1 equipment. I’m sure you’ve heard it all before. 
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https://onestepoffthegrid.com.au/farmers-flock-solar-battery-storage-power-costs-bite/ 
From 2018 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recent survey by Commonwealth Bank showed how the issue of energy has become a major source of stress in the agriculture industry. The drive to do something about it is leading farmers, 76% of those surveyed, to investigate in solar and battery storage. Dairy farmers are the most likely to feel they can’t control energy costs. 91% say they have no control.With some much talk and rising pressures, it’s easy to see why batteries have become hot topic. The main question I always get is: should I do it? Is it worth investing in? How do I know if I’m getting a lemon or not? How do I cut through the marketing jargon and be sure that I’m spending the money in the right areasHopefully, by the end of this you would have a better understanding of batteries, how to cut through the marketing language and see what is good for your farm and what isn’t’.

https://onestepoffthegrid.com.au/farmers-flock-solar-battery-storage-power-costs-bite/


https://www.mpoweruk.com/grid_storage.htm 
From 2005 

 
 
 

H2 Power to Gas 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking one step back, we need to look at what is a battery. There are a lot of different types of batteries that are suitable for different applications. This graphs summarises the main battery technologies based on the amount of power it can deliver (horizontal) and the time that it can deliver the power over (vertical). So for individual farms, you may be looking in the sub 100kW range of batteries, with discharge times in the minutes to low hours. If the site is off grid then you would want a battery in the mid to high hours discharge times. It’s important to note that there is no one size fits all battery at the moment. Typical batteries used in the agriculture environment is lead acid to provide short term back up. In the last 10 years, we have also seen the rise of lithium ion due to their flexibility across different sizes and their relatively low weight compared to the other batteries. The only thing missing (the graph is from 2005) is the rising viability to using hydrogen to store energy as gas which can then be used to deliver vast amounts of energy.The important aspect of any battery system is that it is well designed, with the needs of the site clearly understood and addressed. Putting in the wrong type of battery can be an expensive mistake, and can render the system without any returns. 

https://www.mpoweruk.com/grid_storage.htm


https://www.solarquotes.com.au/battery-storage/comparison-table/ 
Typical solar PV only is between $0.06 - $0.10 per kWh over the warrantied period 
Updated June 5th 2019 

Large user peak 

Large user off peak 

Small user peak 

Small user off peak 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick snapshot of where battery pricing is. This is expressed in terms of cost per kWh of delivered energy within the battery’s warranty terms. The way to read this is orange are purely DC based systems, usable on standalone DC sites and mobile sites like an recreational vehicle. These can only be charged by diesel or a dedicated solar system. In most cases, the orange batteries are not relevant. The red columns are batteries with an inverter. These can be used in almost all grid connected sites but can’t be charged by a generic solar system. The blue columns are the systems that can do all that and be charged from solar.The horizontal lines indicate the typical variable tariffs of small and large users. We can see that even the cheapest all in one battery system produces power at higher cost than the highest peak tariff. Typical solar PV is a 6 – 10c/kWh over the warrantied life. So given that cost of energy from batteries is still relatively high, when would it become viable to displace peak rates? 

https://www.solarquotes.com.au/battery-storage/comparison-table/


https://about.bnef.com/blog/behind-scenes-take-lithium-ion-battery-prices/ 

2c/kWh 

5c/kWh 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prices for lithium has dropped dramatically in the last 10 years but rate has slowed. Prices are expected to drop further so systems will become cheaper. Currently, this is approximately 5c/kWh of guaranteed energy. At $94/kWh forecasted in 2024, this is equivalent to around 2c/kWh of guaranteed energy. This doesn’t include system design and installation costs. These will come down as well as expertise and industry builds so there is a strong likelihood that batteries will be financially viable in direct behind the meter storage scenarios. 

https://about.bnef.com/blog/behind-scenes-take-lithium-ion-battery-prices/
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Recent Effective Battery Applications 

• Standalone systems, particularly in WA due to the size of the grid 
• SA – due to the potential $6000 subsidy from the state government 
• Victorian dairy moving to solar – misconception that it applies to all dairies 
• Moree, NSW – for irrigation and off grid uses mainly 
• Better utilisation of renewable energy* 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some recent applications. I will go into a few of them today to better understand what makes the project work, and why some battery application doesn’t work



Effective battery 
applications 

• Off grid applications with solar 
• Power to remote sites 
• Higher energy infrastructure costs 

offset by lower land and 
compliance costs 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Off grid chicken farm in Victoria. No grid connection, no water, not even mobile reception. Solar provides energy during the day for ventilation and other farm uses. Batteries operate at night to keep things running and diesel generators are available to provide backup when the load exceeds the capacity of the batteries or solar. Selected as the farm location based on land acquisition costs, environmental compliance costs, desired lifestyle, their need for the business and proximity to their other properties. This was more important that grid connection to them .



Effective battery 
applications 

 
 

• Diesel replacement in remote areas 
• Reduction in diesel transport costs 
• Reduction in maintenance costs 
• Mitigate large grid connection 

costs 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Batteries can be highly effective in displacing diesel use in remote areas. Can provide additional reliability for when solar and/or wind is unavailable. Small scale renewable energy is highly intermittent, meaning it’s not reliable enough to be the only form of energy source on farm. Batteries can provide this basic reliability, though only when the amount of energy required is low. Historically this has been the job of diesel generators where grid connection is not possible.Cotton farm in Moree. Solar PV and diesel hybrid, with battery installed. This system uses the solar and the diesel to run the irrigation pumps and the batteries are only there as back up for when the solar and diesel are taken offline. This provides the farm with a secondary redundancy if the diesel generators failed or had to be taken off line for maintenance. The value of the battery here is not the energy it provides but the risk mitigation capabilities for the system. 



Effective battery 
applications 

• Supply stabilisation and 
UPS (more than a 
standard battery system) 

• Growing importance 
for robot dairies 

• Provides power to 
equipment before 
generators can start 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This risk mitigation component has been the standard battery use in sites for the past 20 years. The battery is charged via grid electricity, and then sits there for weeks/months until there’s a black out. At which case it discharges into an inverter to power the site. In the agriculture space, this is more readily seen in large processing facilities where critical stock can be kept refrigerated. It is also used in piggeries and poultry farms to enable life support functionalities remain on. In the dairy space, this is becoming more relevant due to the rise in robot dairies, where black outs or brown outs can have a large effect on the farm’s operations. Now the main thing here is that the battery’s value shouldn’t be measured by just $/kWh as my previous slides but include the value of increased power reliability and reduced operational risk. These need to be quantified if you are looking at this sort of system. 



Effective battery 
applications 

• Peak demand 
management  

• In presence of high 
demand charges 
and/or infrequent but 
high peaks 

• offset main supply 
upgrades 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For larger connections with demand charges. Typically over 160MWh of consumption per year or $25,000 p.a.. This is because the demand chargers become significant at the larger consumption end. For smaller users, there typically isn’t any demand chargers so this use of battery is not applicable. Examples are typically process related. This is best used when the peak demands are either small and frequent, or large and infrequent. What you don’t want to do is fully discharge the batteries frequentlyDischarge 2 times a day, lead acid battery will last around a year. A lithium ion battery will last around 6 years. Flow batteries will last at least 10. Explain the duty cycle



Uneconomical battery applications 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
200 head farm with herringbone dairy. 7.5kW oil vane vac pump, feed motors, compressed air compressors, water pumps, vat.Lower afternoon peak as there’s less milk so there’s less cooling. Then the off peak hot water system kicks in at around 11PM. This would be similar 330 days in the year.No supply constraint issues. Not planning to expand the farm and significantly increase load. Batteries not particularly useful.A solar system for this particular farm would be reliant on a feed in tariff for return. This is OK now but there’s risks in the future with this being set to 0. Need something else to use the energy. This could be hot water, mill, glycol cooling, thermal storage through chilled water or ice, etc. 



Uneconomical battery applications 

• Grid connected renewable storage in the presence of a feed in tariff 
• Better to export excess solar production instead of spending capex on 

batteries to store it 
• Packaged solar + battery deals 

• Off peak storage for peak use 
• Grid independence  
• Mitigation of frequent demand peaks 

• A single demand event can be charged across a full year, regardless of 
frequency 

• Typical cycle life of lead acid is 300, lithium is 4000, flow batteries 30,000+ 
 
 
 
 



Key criteria for making a decision 

• Fully quantify other cost savings/deferred expenses in addition 
to usage rates 

• Diesel transport costs 
• Grid extension costs 
• Transformer upgrade costs 
• On farm benefits 

• Availability of solar and current price tariff 
• In most cases, accepting a feed in tariff (even if it is low) is better than 

using batteries 

• The system needs to be designed specifically for your farm! 
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